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Secretary of State will take his decislon) and therefore I would be grateful if you could clarifo on what
basis such a view could be taken.
ln fact our view is that the position of the BBC ls very much a relevant consideration to the
assessment of whether, pdst-transaction, sufficient plurality of voices remains. The DTI Guidance on
public interest intervention in media merger make that point explicitly clear in section 7.9 which states:

"7.9 First and foremost, the Secretary of State may consider the impact of the merger on the
number of persons controlling media enterprises serving the relevant audiences in any given
area of the'UK, with the object of securing that control of media enterprises continues to be
spread across a sufiicient number of persons. When assessing the number of persons
controlling media enterprises post'merger, it would be relevant to take into account the
number of other players serving that audience. This would lnclude BBC and the Welsh
Authority, where relevant, as well as owners of broadcasters established abroad and
broadcalting into the UK under European Union licences." (emphasis added)
I look forward to hearing from You.
Best wishes

Jeff

Jeffrey Palker
General Counsel, EuroPe & Asia
News Corporation
3 Thomas Moore Square
London E98 1EX
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